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Abstract: This paper addresses a method of therapy planning applica-

ble in the absence of an appropriate curve-fitting model. It incorpo-

rates knowledge about data points, data intervals, and expected quali-

tative trend description to arrive at unified qualitative descriptions of

parameters (temporal data abstraction). Our approach benefits from

derived qualitative values which can be used for recommending thera-

peutic actions as well as for assessing the effectiveness of these actions

within a certain period. It results in an easily comprehensible and

transparent concept of therapy planning. Furthermore, we improved

the system model of data interpretation and therapy planning by using

importance ranking of variables, priority lists of attainable goals, and

pruning of contradictory therapy recommendations.

Our methods are applicable in domains where an appropriate

curve-fitting model is not available in advance. We have applied them

in the field of artificial ventilation of newborn infants. The utility of

our approach is illustrated by VIE-VENT, an open-loop knowledge-

based system for artificially ventilated newborn infants.
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1 Introduction: The Needs For Special Therapy Planning
Concepts

The care of critically ill patients in intensive care units (ICUs) is complex, involv-
ing interpretation of many variables, comparative evaluation of therapy options,
and control of patient-management parameters. The technical improvement of the
ICUs' equipment makes a huge amount of data available to the medical staff, and
even skilled physicians frequently suffer from this information overload.
Additionally, there are increased demands on the quality control and quality as-
surance ([8]: EURISIC-European User Requirements for Intensive Care).

Knowledge-based systems for intelligent alarming, diagnosis, monitoring and
therapy planning have separately been developed. In contrast to diagnosis, which
tries to find the best explanation for the actual situation of a patient, monitoring
and therapy planning imply actions: monitoring indicates observing the course of
a patient's condition under a given therapy, and assessing whether the selected
therapeutic action is effective and the predicted improvement of the patient's
condition occurs. Therapy planning involves selecting which therapeutic actions
may improve the patient's condition, predicting the outcome, and adopting a ther-
apeutic plan according to some explicitly defined preferences on the predicted
condition of the patient [14]. Recent studies pointed out the challenge and the
need to integrate all these activities within a unique framework, especially when
dealing with dynamic domains ([1], [2]).

Control theory or statistical analysis is useful to allow for a straightforward
mapping of monitoring data and appropriate therapeutic actions. In view of the
lack of appropriate curve-fitting models for predicting the time course of clinical
variables, as in the case of artificial ventilation, these methods are unsuitable.
However, it is possible to express expected trends, like "the PtcO2 value should
reach the normal region in approximately 10 to 20 minutes". We therefore tried to
overcome the missing of an appropriate curve-fitting model by applying a
dynamic temporal data abstraction mechanism based on spot and trend data anal-
ysis as well as expected qualitative trend descriptions to arrive at unified qualita-
tive descriptions of variables. These qualitative values are used in the system
model of data interpretation and therapy planning. An advantage of using qualita-
tive values is their unified usability in the system model, no matter of which ori-
gin they are.

In the first part of this paper we introduce the system architecture of VIE-
VENT. In the second part we focus on important components of the temporal data
abstraction process to arrive at unified qualitative descriptions of data points and
trends. In the third part we explain VIE-VENT's therapy planning module based
on the interpretation of the patient's health condition, on pruning of therapeutic
actions, and on verifying whether therapeutic actions are effective.
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2 VIE-VENT's System Architecture

Developing VIE-VENT, an open-loop knowledge-based monitoring and therapy
planning system for artificially ventilated newborn infants [10], we incorporated
alarming, monitoring, and therapy planning tasks in one system to overcome
some of the limitations of existing systems. The data-driven architecture of VIE-
VENT consists of several modules: data selection, data validation, data abstrac-
tion, data interpretation and therapy planning. All these steps are involved in a
single cycle of data collection from monitors. VIE-VENT is especially designed
for practical use under real-time constraints at neonatal ICUs (NICUs) and the
various components are built in analogy to the clinical reasoning process.

On the one hand VIE-VENT's whole input data set can be divided into contin-
uous and discontinuous data. Continuous data (e.g., blood gas measurements, like
PtcO2, SaO2, PtcCO2, and ventilator settings, like PIP, FiO2) are taken from the
output of the data selection module every 10 seconds. Discontinuous data are en-
tered into the system on request by the user depending on different conditions
(e.g., critical ventilatory condition of the neonate, elapsed time intervals, missing
monitoring data). The system output consists in primarily therapeutic recommen-
dations for changing the ventilator setting. Additionally, VIE-VENT gives warn-
ings in critical situations, as well as comments and explanations about the health
condition of the neonate.

On the other hand VIE-VENT's variables can be divided into dependent (e.g.,
blood gas measurements, chest wall expansion) and independent variables (e.g.,
ventilator settings). The therapeutic actions are composed of independent vari-
ables.

VIE-VENT monitors the patient during the whole artificial ventilation process.
We divide the whole period into four phases: initial phase, controlled ventilation,
weaning, returning to spontaneous breathing. Transition from one phase to the
next is handled by rules depending on the amount of artificial ventilation needed.

3 Preconditions for Temporal Data Abstraction and Therapy
Planning

The problem of planning artificial ventilation of newborn infants - as in other
medical fields, like pediatric growth [6] - lies in the lack of an appropriate curve-
fitting model to predict the development of physiological variables from actual
measurements. Therefore our first effort was to approximate the growth of con-
tinuously assessed measurements such as PtcO2, PtcCO2, and SaO2 using a simple
linear regression model (E(Y)␣= a + k Xi) where E(Y) is the expected value, Xi are
the observed data points, a is a constant value (offset), and k is the growth rate).
We assumed that observations are mutually independent and have the same
variance.

Choosing this simple linear regression model was influenced by practical clini-
cal reasons: the only important characteristics of variables used by physicians for
a real therapeutic action are on the one hand increases, decreases, or zero changes
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of variables, and on the other hand too slow, too fast, or reasonable changes of
variables. Therefore it would be superfluous to calculate a curve-fitting model of
higher order with additional features for our purpose.

An appropriate curve-fitting function would be an exponential function with
variables improving towards the normal range after a therapeutic action. On the
basis of this concept we compare the actual trend with a stepwise linearized func-
tion representing the exponential curve. This decreases the complexity of a com-
parison of exponential functions and ensures responsiveness of the system.
Additionally, the linear approximation is reasonable and applicable for small time
intervals.

Based on physiological criteria, four kinds of trends of our 10 seconds data
samples can be discerned:

(1) very short-term trend: sample of data points based on the last minute,

(2) short-term trend: sample of data points based on the last 10 minutes,

(3) medium-term trend: sample of data points based on the last 30 minutes,

(4) long-term trend: sample of data points based on the last 3 hours.

Comparing different kinds of trends is a useful method of assessing the result
of previous therapeutic actions, of detecting if oscillation is too rapid, and of iso-
lating the occurrence of artifacts (compare [9]).

4 Data Abstraction

The aim of the data abstraction process is to arrive at unified qualitative descrip-
tions of data points and trend data. It transforms quantitative measurements into
qualitative values, which can be used in the system model for data interpretation
and therapy planning. An advantage of using qualitative values is their unified us-
ability in the system model, no matter of which origin they are. Adaptation to
specific situations can easily be done by using specific transformation tables
without changing the model of data interpretation and therapy planning.
Additionally, by using qualitative values an easily comprehensible and transpar-
ent system model can be developed.

VIE-VENT uses five different kinds of data abstraction: transformation of
quantitative data points into qualitative values, transformation of trend data, dy-
namic calibration of values, context-sensitive adjustment of qualitative values,
and smoothing for data oscillating in the neighborhood of thresholds. The data
abstraction process dealing with spot data (only data points are involved in con-
trast to data abstraction based on data intervals as well as combinations of data
points and data intervals) has been described in [9]. We will focus on the first two
components.

4.1 Transformation of Data Points (Data-Point-Transformation␣Scheme)

The transformation of quantitative data points into qualitative values is usually
performed by dividing the numerical range of a variable into regions of interest.
Each region stands for a qualitative value. The region defines the only common
property of the numerical and qualitative values. It is comparable to Shahar's et al.
[13] "point temporal abstraction".
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The basis of the transformation of the blood gas measurements are data-point-

transformation schemata relating single values to seven qualitative categories of
blood gas abnormalities (qualitative data-point-categories):

normal	 ...	 target range

s1	 ...	 slightly
s2	 ... 	 substantially 
s3	 ...	 extremely

g3	 ...	 extremely
g2	 ...	 substantially 
g1	 ...	 slightly

above the target range

below the target range

These data-point-transformation
schemata are defined for all kinds of
blood gas measurements depending on
the blood gas sampling site (arterial,
capillary, venous, transcutaneous) and
the mode of ventilation (IPPV, IMV).
The different modes of ventilation re-
quire specific predefined target values
depending on different attainable goals.
Fig. 1 shows the scheme of PtcO2 dur-
ing IPPV. For example, the transfor-
mation of the transcutaneous PtcO2

value of 91 mmHg during IPPV results
in a qualitative PtcO2 value of g3

(“extremely above target range"). The
wi,x -values divide the qualitative re-
gions. The transformation of trends is
based on these qualitative data-point-
categories, which are described in the
following section.

qualitative 

categories

10 	 w1,l	 	 [

25 	 w2,l	 	 [

35 	 w3,l	 	 [
40 	 w4,l	 	 [

55 	 w4,u	 	 ]

65	 w3,u	 	 ]

80	 w2,u	 	 ]

150	  w1,u		 ]

invalid

s3

s2

s1

normal

g1

g2

g3

invalid

interval 
order

47	 target value	 	

Fig. 1. Data-point-transformation scheme of
PtcO2 during IPPV

4.2 Transformation of Trend Data (Trend-Curve-Fitting Scheme)

The transformation of trend data into qualitative values is based on the combina-
tion of qualitative data-point-categories and the qualitative descriptions of the ex-
pected behavior of a variable (expected qualitative trend descriptions; e.g., "vari-
able PtcO2 is moving one qualitative step towards the target range within 10 to 30
minutes"). These trend-curve-fitting schemata transform the quantitative trend
values into ten qualitative categories guided by physiological criteria (Fig. 2).
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B2
B3

B1

D

A2

A3

A1

C

ZB

Z
A

normal  ... target range

(1) A1 ... decrease too fast
(2) A2 ... normal decrease
(3) A3 ... decrease too slow
(4) ZA ... zero change
(5) C ... dangerous increase

(6) B1 ... increase too fast
(7) B2 ... normal increase
(8) B3 ... increase too slow
(9) ZB ... zero change
(10) D ... dangerous decrease

Fig. 2. Trend-curve-fitting scheme of PtcO2

A qualitative trend-category depends on the relative position of corresponding
data points. For example, if a PtcO2 data point is classified as g1, g2 or g3  (“ ...
above target range") we would expect a therapeutic intervention to result in a de-
crease of type A2 as "normal" trend. If the data point lies in the target range
("normal") no therapeutic action is recommended.

As an example, Fig. 3 gives the trend-curve-fitting scheme of PtcO2 where we
have reached a value of 91 mmHg after 43 minutes. The x-axis describes the dis-
crete granularity of the representation in minutes. The y-axis shows the PtcO2

levels. It indicates the quantitative values of data points (at thresholds horizontal
dotted lines are drawn) and their corresponding qualitative categories are listed on
the right side. Based on the guiding principle depicted in Fig. 2, we compute the
actual curve for selecting between the different qualitative categories. The
stripped area A2 shows the expected normal development. The qualitative trend-
categories are written in bold, capital letters and determine if an additional thera-
peutic action should be recommended (visualized with light-gray arrows in Fig. 3
and described in chapter 5).

An appropriate approach to classify trend data is to transform the curve
(borders of the dark gray area) shown in Fig. 3 to an exponential function and to
compare it with the actual growth rate. We used a dynamic comparison algorithm
to classify the trend data, which performs a stepwise linearization of the expected
exponential function to overcome complexity. It consists of two steps:
Step one: calculates the actual growth rate ka using the linear regression model

explained in chapter 3 and two thresholds of the growth rate k1 and k2
depending on the relative position of data point; k1 and k2 are used for
discerning the qualitative trend-categories

Step two: classifies the qualitative trend-category depending on the actual
growth ka, the two thresholds k1, k2 and the qualitative region where

the data point belongs. In addition to k1 and k2 we use an ε-range

around zero to classify a trend as "ZA" and "ZB", respectively. The ε-
range is created on physiological grounds in order to support a wider
range for defining no change of a variable.
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s3

s2

s1
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invalid
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g3

PtcO2

time - in minutes

normal

A2

A3
A1

C

Z
A

Expected 
qualitative trend descriptions

moving one qualitative step  

within 10'-30'
(towards target range)actual development 

of PtcO2 in the past

increase  vent ilat ion

Therapeut ic actions

no change o f the 
ven tilat ion setting

decrease  ven tilation

Fig. 3. Trend-curve-fitting scheme of PtcO2

Step one: The value space of a variable consists of an upper and a lower qualita-
tive region divided by the target range. In the following we explain the algorithm
used in the upper region. For the lower region the conditional elements (≤¸ >)
have to be changed to (≥¸ <).

Let1 w1, w2, w3, and w4 be the thresholds of the qualitative data-point-cate-
gories above target range (as shown in Fig. 1), where ∞ > w1 > w2 > w3 > w4 > 0.
Let at be the actual value at current time t, and [tmin, tmax] the expected time inter-
val for normal moving of one qualitative step towards the target range. The two
thresholds of the growth rate k1 and k2 are then calculated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4.  Calculation of the two thresholds

1 In contrast to figure 1, the second index has been eliminated to increase readability.
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Step two:

if the data point belongs to the region above the target value then

if (ka > ε) then (qual_trend_category is C)

else if (|ka| ≤ ε) then (qual_trend_category is ZA)
else if (ka < k1) then (qual_trend_category is A1)

else if (ka < k2) then (qual_trend_category is A2)
else (qual_trend_category is A3)

The result of this process are instantiations of qualitative trend descriptions for
each dependent variable (namely blood gas measurements) for each kind of trend,
and for each mode of ventilation. For explanations the qualitative values as well
as the corresponding numerical values are stored in a qualitative_trend template.2

E.g.,

(qualitative_trend 

(BG_name PtcO2) (kind_of_trend very-short) (mode_of_vent IMV)

(qualt_trend_category A3)

(numerical_growth -0.03)(numerical_const 93.5)

(k1 -0.39) (k2 -0.13))

5 Therapy Planning

The therapy planning module consists of formulation of therapeutic actions based
on the interpretation of monitoring data, of pruning of therapeutic actions, and of
verifying whether the therapeutic actions are effective. The data interpretation
module has been described in [10].

5.1 Formulation of Therapy Recommendations

The qualitative abstraction of monitoring variables allows for creation of simple
rules to activate therapeutic recommendations. Rule R5-therapeutic-actions (Fig.
5) gives an example of such a rule. The rule syntax is defined in Clips notation
(v6.02, COSMIC/NASA), a forward chaining rule and/or object based develop-
ment system.

The essential preconditions to trigger therapeutic actions depend on the quali-
tative trend-category (expressed as qualt_trend_category for a short-term trend)
and the qualitative data-point-category (expressed as qual_data_point_category). If
the qualitative data-point-category does not belong to the set {normal} and the
qualitative trend-category belongs to the set {A3, ZA, C}, then an action is rec-
ommended (e.g., to decrease ventilator settings). Amount and frequency of an ac-
tion depend on the degree of abnormality of the blood gas measurement (e.g., s3

is worse than s2, therefore a larger amount of change is recommended) and the
strategy of ventilation (e.g., aggressive or conservative). These features have been
described in more detail in [10]. The second fact ventilations_phase in the left-
hand-side (LHS) of the rule refers to the mode of ventilation (i.e., IMV) and indi-

2 A corresponding template specifies the expected qualitative trend description.
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cates that this rule belongs to the set of rules dealing with this phase of venti-
lation.3 The right-hand-side (RHS) of rule R5-therapeutic-actions specifies the
therapeutic actions. Each action-fact includes the kind of the recommended action
and an explanation of the circumstances: the fact (reason oxygenation) refers to
the depending process "oxygenation" of the system model of ventilation4, (BG
?BG) refers to the depending variable, namely the blood gas measurement, and
(kind ?x) determines which particular action has to take place (e.g., (kind dec-
pip) means that a decrease of the peak inspiratory pressure (PIP) is recom-
mended).

(defrule R5-therapeutic-actions

"activate-therapeutic-action-PtcO2-oxygenation"

(phase (kind therapy_recommendation))

(ventilations_phase (mode imv))

?f1 <- (thp_recommendation oxygenation)

(qualt_trend_category (BG_name PtcO2)

(kind_of_trend short)

(qualt_trend_category A3|ZA|C))

(qual_data_point_category (kind PtcO2) (value ~normal))

=>

(retract ?f1)

(assert (action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2) (kind dec-fiO2))

(action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2) (kind dec-peep))

(action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2) (kind dec-pip))

(action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2) (kind dec-ti))))

Fig. 5.  Example: Rule R5-therapeutic-actions

5.2 Assessment of Therapeutic Actions

The duty of the assessment of therapeutic actions is to assess their therapeutic ef-
ficiency. VIE-VENT defines a therapeutic action as "effective" or "ineffective"
based on the ordering of the qualitative trend-categories and a delay-time.

(1) ordering of the qualitative trend-categories:
qualitative upper region: C p ZA p A3 p A2 and A1 p A2
qualitative lower region: D p ZB p B3 p B2 and B1 p B2

In the qualitative upper region the best attainable category is A2. There are
two possible ways to reach the category A2: first, it is possible to get there
from the most severe (worst) category C to ZA, then to A3 and finally A2.
Second, from category A1.

The same concept is used in the qualitative lower region for categories D,
ZB, B3, B2, and B1 respectively.

(2) delay-time for all observed dependent variables is 10 minutes.

If a therapeutic action has taken place, we would expect the qualitative trend-
category to improve by one step in the ordering direction after the delay-time. If
no qualitative improvement can be detected then the action is assessed as "inef-
fective" and the book-keeping procedure is activated. The book-keeping proce-

3 The set of rules is divided into rules which hold for all phases of ventilation and rules which hold only for
a specific phase. The phase of ventilation is related to the mode of ventilation as mentioned in chapter 2.

4 VIE-VENT's system model of ventilation is divided into two processes: oxygenation and ventilation.
Different parameters are involved in these two processes (compare [10]).
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dure collects and counts all previously ineffective therapeutic actions. If the book-
keeping procedure verifies that a previous therapeutic action has twice failed to
improve the patient's clinical condition, it forwards a signal to the "therapy
evaluator" (namely the component dealing with the priority lists of attainable
goals, compare chapter 5.3.2) to trigger an alternative action.

5.3 "Therapy Evaluator": Pruning of Therapy Recommendations

The process "formulation of therapy recommendations" renders a list of possible
therapeutic actions according to the independently observed monitoring variables,
e.g.,

Example 1:

((action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2)(kind dec-fiO2))

 (action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2)(kind dec-peep))

 (action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2)(kind dec-pip))

 (action (reason oxygenation) (BG PtcO2)(kind dec-ti))

 (action (reason ventilation) (BG PtcCO2)(kind inc-pip))

 (action (reason ventilation) (BG PtcCO2)(kind inc-f))).

As can be seen in example 1, it is possible that according to the blood gas mea-
surements, contradictory (e.g., dec-pip and inc-pip) and/or too many therapeutic
actions are recommended. Therefore the duties of the "therapy evaluator" are to
rank and to prune therapeutic actions. VIE-VENT distinguishes three different
kinds of therapy evaluation: importance ranking of variables, priority lists of at-
tainable goals, and pruning of contradictory therapy recommendations. These
methods are applied in the order as they are mentioned in the following.

Our approach differs from the existing mechanisms for assessing and compar-
ing costs and benefits of therapeutic actions (e.g., the decision-theoretic approach
in VentPlan ([5], [12]) by using heuristic knowledge to rank and to prune impor-
tant or unimportant therapeutic actions.

5.3.1 Importance ranking of Variables

Importance ranking5 of variables specifies which therapeutic actions should take
place first according to the qualitative categories of the dependent variable. VIE-
VENT uses the following rules:

(1) invasive blood gases are more reliable, thus more important, than transcu-
taneous blood gases;

(2) SaO2 is more important than PtcO2;

(3) therapeutic actions depending on the qualitative data-point category " ...
below target range" (s1, s2, s3) are more important than therapeutic actions
depending on the qualitative data-point category " ... above target range"
(g1, g2, g3);

(4) within the range of the qualitative data-point category " ... below target
range" (s1, s2, s3) therapeutic actions aiming to improve PO2 or SaO2 are
more important than therapeutic actions depending on PCO2;

5 In the data validation component a similar method is used to validate the input data as reliable, called
reliability ranking.
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5.3.2 Priority Lists of Attainable Goals

The priority lists of attainable goals specify the order in which the variables
should be changed. In particular the priority lists rank which variable should
reach which value space next. The value range of the variables is divided into a
valid and an invalid range. Additionally, the valid range is divided in subintervals
and each subinterval indicates a specific attainable value space. The first variable
in the priority list is chosen according to its value space. If a signal is received
that the previous therapeutic actions had twice resulted in an insufficient im-
provement of the patient's condition (compare chapter 5.2), the alternative vari-
able or the next variable is chosen. The goals are separately defined for dependent
(e.g., blood gas measurement PtcCO2) and independent (e.g., ventilator setting
PIP) variables.

The global goal for the dependent variables, namely blood gas measurements,
is to arrive at the normal range as soon as possible according to physiological
criteria. The normal ranges of the different blood gas measurements are deter-
mined in the data-point-transformation schemata. It is different depending on the
sampling site and the mode of ventilation. This results in a different target range
for each variable (e.g., (PO2, (transcutaneous, IMV), 40, 55), (PCO2, (arterial,
IPPV), 49, 35)).

The global concept of priority lists of the independent variables consists of a
general order of variables and a particular priority list of attainable value spaces
which has to be reached first depending on the direction of change, the number of
available variables, and the relation of available variables expressed in corre-
sponding intervals of value space. In VIE-VENT the attainable goals for the inde-
pendent variables, namely the ventilator settings, depend on the two processes of
the system model: ventilation and oxygenation. The two ventilator settings peak
inspiratory pressure (PIP) and frequency (f) as well as the optional information
about the chest wall expansion are involved in the ventilation process.

 The general order for increasing is try "f before PIP" and the global order for
decreasing is try "PIP before f". If the value of chest wall expansion is available
then this additional precondition is added (e.g., if (chest wall expansion is normal)
then increase f before PIP, if (chest wall expansion is small) then increase PIP be-
fore f). The particular priority list  of attainable value spaces for PIP and f is
listed in Table 1.

In the case of decreasing, PIP has to be first decreased to 45 (45 is the plausible
upper limit of PIP), then f has to be decreased to 150 (150 is the plausible upper
limit of f), then PIP has to be decreased stepwise to 40 then f has to be decreased
stepwise to 120, and so on. For example, let PIP be 28, f be 45, and chest wall
expansion be normal, then PIP will stepwise be decreased to 15 before starting to
decrease f to 40. The actual amount of change depends on the degree of blood gas
abnormality, namely the qualitative data-point-category. The priority list of
attainable goals just determines which variable has to be taken first depending on
the attainable intervals.
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PIP
(cm H2O)

f

(breaths/minu
te)

10 20

15 40

20 60

25 80

30 100

35 120

40 135

45 150

Table 1. The particular priority list of attainable value spaces for PIP and f.

In the case of oxygenation a similar general order for increasing and decreas-
ing and a particular priority list  of attainable value spaces for the ventilator set-
tings FiO2, PIP, PEEP and Ti are defined to rank the therapy recommendations.

5.3.3 Pruning of Contradictory Therapy Recommendations

The pruning of contradictory therapy recommendations identifies the important
recommendations from a set of conflicting therapy recommendations. Currently,
we apply a straight forward strategy to deal with contradictory therapy recom-
mendations because most of the possible occurrences are already handled by the
other features of the "therapy evaluator" which are applied first.

HEURISTIC:

If an increase as well as a decrease of the same variable is recommended

then we delete both therapeutic actions.

In the example 1 (see above), both actions (inc-pip) and (dec-pip) are deleted.

6 Related Work

In the past decade several strategies have been developed to support monitoring
and therapy planning. The drawback of most approaches is that they were devel-
oped for low-frequency data (like in pediatric growth monitoring where new data
are collected several months or a year apart (e.g., TrenDx [6]), in diabetes where
new data arrive three or four times a day (e.g., [11]), or in artificial ventilation
management using only invasively determined variables (e.g., GUARDIAN [7]).
Monitoring and therapy planning of high-frequency data of ICU patients require
different strategies for data validation, monitoring and therapy planning.

A comparable, but closed-loop approach is NeoGanesh/Ganesh [3, 4]. It is a
rule-based system designed for weaning of artificially ventilated adults. Its tem-
poral model consists of aggregation and forgetting to choose an appropriate
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treatment plan. Our temporal data abstraction covers and extends parts of
RESUME's [13] temporal abstraction of time-stamped data. E.g., we extended the
"point temporal abstraction" mechanism of RESUME with expected qualitative
trend descriptions to arrive at unified qualitative values. The main purpose of
RESUME is temporal data abstraction and trend detection. It lacks on activating
therapeutic actions and assessing the benefits of therapeutic actions. The same
drawback holds for DIAMON-1 [15], a two-stage monitoring system based on
fuzzy sets.

7 Conclusion

We demonstrate a method to improve monitoring and therapy planning in the ab-
sence of an appropriate a priori curve-fitting model. Our approach benefits from
derived qualitative values of data points, data intervals and expected qualitative
trend descriptions (temporal data abstraction). These qualitative values can be
used for recommending therapeutic actions as well as for verifying whether these
actions are effective within a certain period. Additionally, we improved the sys-
tem model of data interpretation and therapy planning by using importance rank-
ing of variables, priority lists of attainable goals, and pruning of contradictory
therapy recommendations. Our approach results in an easily comprehensible con-
cept of therapy planning.
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